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Mono Solid Surface with optional Pedestal



design Thomas Coward

Top dry seal

Waste

Bottom dry seal

Locknut

Mono pedestal
(purchased separately)

850 mm

76 mm

Mono basin

180 mm
maximum

1120 mm

Assembly

70

Note: due to varying manufacturing methods, the dimensions illustrated here are nominal and subject to change. 
Omvivo has detailed, to the best of its ability, the most approximate measurement possible for each product 
given the method of manufacturing used. edition three
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Mono Solid Surface with optional Pedestal

Available finishes

Solid surface white.

Pedestal available finishes 

Solid surface white.
Selection of timber veneers. 
For available finishes, please refer to the Omvivo website  
or contact Omvivo directly. 

Assembly

Mono basin assembly includes:
- Basin
- Ø32 mm chrome pop up waste
- Rubber seals
- Chrome locknut
Pedestal is an optional extra.

Cleaning

Solid surface - Clean with a mild detergent and a soft cloth.  
For more stubborn marks a very mild abrasive cleaner can be used 
with a soft cloth over the entire surface in wide circular motions. 
Finish by cleaning off detergents with a soft wet cloth and towel dry.

Veneer - Clean with a mild, non acidic, non abrasive detergent and 
soft cloth. Finish by cleaning off detergents with a soft damp cloth 
and towel dry. 

Additional information and recommended fittings

Use an outlet that uses 5-7 litres per minute.  
For best results the water should fall at a 90 degree angle, directly 
down onto the vessel. Omvivo outlets are ideal to use with the 
Omvivo basin collection. The Mono vessel can be partnered with 
the Mono pedestal or bench mounted. The mono pedestal is 
suitable for S or P trap plumbing. It has an opening at the rear for 
access to the waste and for a P trap. 

Important

This is not an installation guide.  
Please contact OMVIVO for technical details. 
Product specifications are subject to alteration without notice. 
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